What would you do at The Elephant to make it a better junction?

Take up the challenge of making the Elephant & Castle Roundabout a safer and more pleasant junction for all its users. What would you do? Where would you direct the buses, the cars, the scooters, motorbikes, bicycles and pedestrians so they could all get around better? Use what you know about the place currently together with what you could imagine or borrow from elsewhere. Try anything, from a tweak to a revolution. What do you leave, improve, take away or add? The map below is just one starting point. Share sketches, notes, lists, descriptions on the map, on the other side or however you like with lyla@elephantandcastleroundabout.org or post to 76 Perronet House, Princess St, SE1 6JS. The Elephant needs a big discussion about improving this junction. TfL only want to note your comments on their proposal. Your ideas are a real consultation.
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